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[Features] ・A vast world in which you can freely explore. ・You can
choose from six classes, such as Warrior, Mage, Thief, and more.
・You can freely combine weapons, armor, and magic. ・Each class
is equipped with its own unique skills that expand your character's

power. ・You can choose whether to approach the game from a
tactical or run-and-gun style. ・You can freely customize your own
appearance as you want. ・You can freely choose your character's

gender and race. [Game Information] ・Genre: RPG ・Category:
MMO ・System: Unity ・Connection: Internet ・Release date: Dec. 9,

2018 ・Status: Ongoing development. DEVELOPER: (c)2018,
Grainseries Inc. [Management] Tomba★ Rainer-Don Crockett

[Editors] Tomo Hozak Kenji Kasai [Design] Nozomu Tetsujin Chiaki
Furukawa [Writing] Nozomu Tetsujin Chiaki Furukawa [Art] Leroy

（Grain Edition) Liliane Suzuki [Music] Mark Muldoon [Sound]
Akihiro Sato [Testing] Kento Matsumoto All [Translation] Emperor

of the Gran Canon (The original web game, the rest of the
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translation is from @Miki-chu) [Translation] Erika Sako [Website]
Product Price: 6,980 yen (approximately US$59) Note: The price is

listed in Japanese Yen.Bicycle Crash injures man in St. Paul ST.
PAUL, Minn. - A 62-year-old man was injured when he crashed his

bicycle into a car Tuesday afternoon on St. Paul's East Side,
according to police. The man was thrown from his bike and was
hospitalized with serious injuries. The crash occurred about 2:30
p.m. on the 700 block of St. Clair Avenue. Police are looking for a

light blue, 1986 Toyota hatchback, with black plastic tape
wrapped around

Features Key:
A Legendary World Including Elements of MMORPGs

Cinematic Online Battles Online Battles Where Your Adventure is something to watch.
Older 360 Character Design Which Supports More Non-linear Exploration

Different History than Before
A World with Exciting Game Environment and Action!

Erstwhile Breakthrough RPG

From now on the classic fantasy action role-playing where you control your party to overcome obstacles and
unleash magic and a dramatic and thrilling story. The world of the "Elden Ring" is putting to the test even the
legends of the old stories and you will want to be the hero. read more...
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In the action RPG "Elden Ring", players must work with each other to complete the various jobs that the town
council members need for various events and to create a prosperous city. With a customizable character, strong
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magic, and an enormous world, players can look forward to intense battles, such as in the world of "Hollow Mother".
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